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With UpEverest, your business is in amazing hands.

Based in Kathmandu, we are tour, trekking and
adventure specialist of Nepal, Bhutan and Tibet. We
have notched up hands on experience to offer you the
best strategic association for your adventure tour and
travel business in these three amazing countries

All our office staffs have a passion for
travel, tour and adventure and carry
a wealth of experience to ensure that
your business is in amazing hands.
We are proud to be associated with Nepal Tourism
Board (NTB), and members of Trekking Agency
Association of Nepal (TAAN) and Adventure Travel
Trade Association, (ATTA) and Pacific Asia Travel
Association (PATA). We adhere to the highest industry
standards and recognize our obligation to operate our
adventure tour and travel business in a responsible
and sustainable fashion. As we see this not only as
an environmental perspective but an economic and
social one as-well. We are committed to care to the
well being of the communities and the environment
that hosts our adventure travel and tours. We strongly
believe that by adhering to the moral policies, we can
offer an amazing experience to the clients.

Dipen Pradhan
Director, Operations Management
Dipen leads the overall operation of the company pursuing
the company’s vision to constantly evolve and strive for
service excellence. More than 20 years of experience
in adventure travel business, having trekked himself to
more than 5 trekking regions of Nepal have prepared him
well to achieve the vision. He also manages partner agent
relationship with strong backing of the business relationship
department.
Rita Suwal
Manager, Business Relationship
Rita leads business relationship of the company with our
partner agents. Backed by the resourceful travel planner and
correspondence executives, she helps break down all the
overwhelming details into activities, so that the clients can
choose and customize the trip exactly they want, in order to
make their visit to Nepal, an adventure of a Lifetime.

Sumita Maharjan
Assistant Manager, Business Relationship
Sumita supervises the company’s bespoke itineraries
along with her team of travel planners. Besides she also
maintains the company’s vendors management including
transportation, hotels, airlines, helicopters, and adventure
sports’ companies.

Dawa Jamba Sherpa,
Manager Logistics
An accomplished Nepali
mountaineer, 5 times Mt. Everest
summiteers (4 times via the Nepali
South Col route and once from
the Tibetan North route) and has
successfully climbed fifteen other
peaks throughout Nepal, all over
5,500 meters, and also summited
Cho Oyu (8,201 meters) from the
Tibetan side. Dawa Sherpa is the
company’s Manager for logistics
and field operations and under his
shrewd leadership; the company
is rest assured about the field staff
to execute its adventure travel
operations to excellence.

Sanjeev Neupane
Chief Technology Officer
Sanjeev is a Netvangelist surfing through
Information and technology for the last
15 years. He supervises the company’s
travel solutions including partner portals,
travellers’ itinerary and tracking, meeting
the requirement of our partners agent and
client’s end to end travel solutions.

Rashmi Tamot
Director, Finance and HR
With over 18 years of experience in
adventure travel trade in Nepal, Rashmi
offers strategic direction to the company’s
growth and supervises the financial planning
and Human Resource Management.

Rupen Pradhan
Managing Director
With over 17 years of marketing experience in
commercial sector including adventure travel
trade, Rupen offers strategic direction and
leadership to the company. He drives solutions
that the company requires to strive for service
excellence. He is responsible for building B2B
partnership, expanding network to strengthen
the company’s growth and expansion.

Nepal amazes travelers from all over the world with its
magnificent mountains, scintillating scenery, diverse
and vibrant culture. We at UpEverest are here to make
travel planning easy, so that your clients can take
advantage of everything Nepal has to offer.

With our customized adventure
travel and tour itineraries, your
clients can choose from a variety
of activities and enjoy their perfect
Nepal holiday.
UpEverest offers a wide range of amazing treks and
activities to choose from. Our adventure activities
range from sky diving next to the mighty Everest to
elephant-back safaris through the jungles looking
for tigers, and everything in between. We also offer
booking solutions for domestic flight tickets, chartered
helicopters, and car rentals.

Trekking

Trekking in
Everest Region

When Everest comes calling they say there is no
stopping oneself, because the thrill, and the adrenaline
rush are just too much for one to ignore.

Even before Edmund Hillary and
Tenzing Norgay Sherpa set foot on
top of the world, the quest to set foot
on the Everest Base Camp has always
been a dream for adventure seekers.
Located in the districts of Solu and Khumbu, the
Everest region’s beauty is unparalleled with its wellmaintained trails and mountain lodges. The trekking
routes that lie in this region start higher and stay higher
in altitude than many others in the world (even in
Nepal), offering unrivalled views of some of the world’s
highest and incredible panoramas.
Solukhumbu is the ancestral land of the Sherpa
people who have become synonymous with the
word ‘Himalayas’. The glacier-fed rivers, the Buddhist
monasteries and nunneries, the virgin white glaciers,
the sprawling snowfields and glistening ice ridges
emitting sparkling flashes in the warm Himalayan sun,
and the exotic flora and fauna that populate this perse
temperate to alpine landscape – like the golden eagles
that circle the sky and the elusive and rarely-seen
snow leopard - make the Everest region a paradise.

Trekking in
Annapurna Region

Annapurna region is the center of one of the greatest Himalayan travel
experiences. It blends snow-clad mountains soaring high up above
the clouds and thousands of years of culture, tradition, languages and
landscape diversity. From hillocks hills, the deepest gorge in the world,
waterfalls, and glaciers to high elevation lakes, high mountains and an
extremely hospitable environment, the trekking experience of the region
is unrivalled. Bill Tilman in 1949 was the first person to trek in the foothills
of Annapurna, opening of the trekking industry in the region. A year later,
Maurice Herzog became the first person to climb a mountain over 8000
meters, by climbing the Annapurna I. Since then the Annapurna region
has become a renowned tourist destination of Nepal.

Receiving over 100,000 tourist every year,
trekking in Annapurna region is considered to be
one of the most classic treks in the world.
The whole region of Annapurna, including the Annapurna massif
falls under the Annapurna Conservation Area. This conservation area
is the largest conservation area in Nepal, and is home to the elusive
Snow Leopard and Red Panda, as well as blue sheep - which are very
common along the Annapurna circuit trails. The green and lush pine and
rhododendron forests harbor a vast diversity of avian faunas. Himalayan
griffon, the national birds of Nepal, can be seen soaring above the skies
surrounding the Annapurna massif.

Trekking in
Upper Mustang

In the district of Mustang in
northwestern Nepal lies the onceforbidden ancient Tibetan kingdom
of Lo. Now called Upper Mustang, the
region is no longer a formal kingdom.
Upper Mustang encompasses the northern half of the
Mustang district bordering Tibet. The region is dry and
mountainous, and is often referred to as a desert.
Upper Mustang is home to the Lobas, people of
Tibetan descent whose culture also resembles Tibetan
culture. The region’s capital, Lo Manthang, is only
about 20 kilometers south of the border with Tibet,
and Tibetan Buddhism – from the many religious
structures like chortens and mani walls along the trails,
to the chanting that can be heard through the walls
of village monasteries - is a defining characteristic of
the region. Closed to foreigners until 1992, the region
remains restricted and foreigners are required to obtain
a special permit to travel to Upper Mustang. In many
ways Upper Mustang’s geographical and political
isolation are what has helped preserve its unique and
largely unspoiled culture, and many cite traveling
through the region as a chance to go back in time to
an ancient Tibetan land, replete with centuries-old
monasteries, medieval relics, colorful prayer flags and
people on horseback.

Trekking in
Langtang Region

Snowy peaks, majestic glaciers, lakes, exotic wildlife
and cultural uniqueness, Langtang region stands out
among many tourist places of Nepal. The region gets
its name from a Tibetan word, Langtang, where Lang
means Yak and Tang means to follow.

It is believed that a Sherpa once
followed a lost Yak along the route,
which is now used by trekkers to get
in to Langtang valley.
Situated to the north of Kathmandu, the mountain
ranges of the regions are the closet mountain range
with respect to Kathmandu. Majority of Langtang
region falls under the Langtang national park.
Langtang trek offers up-close mountains in shortest
time possible. Though the trek doesn’t offer view of
mountains higher than 8000 meters in elevation,
the scenery of Langtang is aesthetic. Langtang region
provides a decent and averagely strenuous trekking
experience.

Trekking in
Dolpo Region

From turquoise-blue waters set amidst high mountains
to ancient Buddhist monasteries, Dolpo has incredible
things to offer the intrepid traveler. Located in
northwestern Nepal, just west of the district of
Mustang where the Annapurna region lies, Dolpo also
borders Tibet to the north.

The region has been made famous
as a sort of Shangri-La in Peter
Mathiessen’s famous book The Snow
Leopard, as he followed biologist
George Schaller through the region,
studying animals.
Anthropologists like David Snellgrove have studied
in and written about Dolpo, and Eric Valli even
produced a famous Oscar-nominated movie called
Caravan about Dolpo. Still, Dolpo has remained largely
undeveloped and remote, a lesser-known destination
for tourists in Nepal. The district of Dolpo is divided
into two regions: Upper Dolpo and Lower Dolpo. Upper
Dolpo encompasses a desert-like heavily TibetanBuddhist region that remains isolated, while Lower
Dolpo contains a mix of Buddhist and Hindu villages,
dense forests, and high mountains. Though trekking in
Upper and Lower Dolpo is wild, remote and sometimes
challenging, it is extremely rewarding.

Although Nepal is (justifiably) famous for its excellent
trekking, its rivers also allow for some of the best
whitewater rafting in the world. Class 3 and 4 rapids,
mountain and jungle scenery and extremely good
value are just some of the reasons why you should go
whitewater rafting.

Nepal has some of the best
whitewater rafting in the world.
As water from the high Himalayan
mountains melts, it flows down and
feeds wild rivers.
Rafting is a great way to explore Nepal: the rivers are
pristine and flow past spectacular mountains and
hills, winding their way through gorges and passing
traditional Nepali villages as they make their way to
Nepal’s lowland jungles. From the grade 5+ rapids for
the intrepid and experienced river runners to grade
2 or 3 for first-timers, Nepal’s rivers have something
for every type of adventurer. Rafting trips can even be
multi-day, and rafters can enjoy beautiful campsites on
white sand beaches.

Rafting
in Nepal

Bungy
Jumping
in Nepal

What started as a land diving ritual in southern part
of Pentecost Island, Vanuatu, has become a popular
adventure sport worldwide known as bungee
jumping. A.J. Hackett, a New Zealander started the
first commercial bungee jumping site in New Zealand.
Bungee jumping has taken off since then, with facilities
opening up in many countries all over the world.
Bungee jumping is one of Nepal’s most famous
adventure sports. The Last Resort, about 3 hours’ drive
from the Kathmandu Valley, was the first bungee
jumping establishment in Nepal and it has the highest
bungee jumping drop in South Asia.

Standing at 160 meters, the podium,
on a suspension bridge, overlooks
a deep canyon with the wild and
ferocious Bhotekoshi River swirling
in the gorge below. The adrenaline
rush reaches its peak as people free
fall for 3-4 seconds.
A recent establishment, near to the lakeside Pokhara,
High ground adventures also offers a bungee jump off
a tower that stands at 70 meters.

Upper
Mustang
4wd
Drive

Upper Mustang 4WD Jeep tour is a wonderful journey,
designed for those adventure lovers who want to
explore Nepal’s most unique remote and restricted
region bordering Tibet
You will experience the local culture, lifestyle and
tradition of the mountain people who are highly
influenced from Tibet because of long historical and
cultural ties. Your journey to the medieval settlement
of Upper Mustang on the trans-Himalayan desert will
always be full of surprises. You will spot ancient caves,
centuries-old monasteries, archaeological sites and
mystical holes in the walls of the hills.

The bumpy ride on a rugged
terrain will pass through the
magnificent landscapes, barren
ridges, deep canyons, eroded
cliffs and moraine valleys.

Enfield

Himalayan
Rides
There is nothing like riding
a motorcycle through the
mountain roads of Nepal,
stopping in beautiful villages
and taking in stunning scenery
as you explore this magnificent
and varied country.

Have you ever dreamed of riding fast up
a high mountain road, the wind in your
hair and the Himalaya jutting out in front
of you? There is nothing like riding a
motorcycle through the mountain roads
of Nepal, stopping in beautiful villages and
taking in stunning scenery as you explore
this magnificent and varied country. Make
it a classic Indian Enfield and it’s like living
in a dream. Enfield tours offer a thrilling
way to take in the sights and enjoy the
journey, whether it’s a week long Glimpse
of Nepal tour or a 15-day voyage to the
Roof of the World in Tibet.

Mountain
in Nepal
biking
Mountain biking is the best way
to explore the contours Nepal
that will lead you to majestic view
of mountains range, stunning
scenic and cultural landscapes,
picturesque terraced field, historical
cities and extreme valleys. We
are committed to provide great
mountain biking experience to
adventure enthusiasts from around
the world. We are equipped with
up to date modern mountain bikes
to rent, mechanics and technical
expertise for making your journey
go conveniently.

Meditation
According to sacred texts Nepal is a place where the
Hindu gods and ancient rishis have been coming to
meditate and relax for thousands of years. For todays
visitors there are plenty of opportunities to experience
meditation sessions in Nepal. You can join a retreat in a
monastery or private center and practice the teaching
that have enlightened so many or find a peaceful spot
near one of the famous holy places or during any
trekking/hiking destination in Nepal.

Volunteer
holidays
Make your adventure holidays to
Nepal memorable and meaningful
by combining it with community
work as volunteer. You can involve
with many projects like teaching
English and Life Skills Training to
Kids/Buddhists Monks in local School
or Monastery. We work with many
local non-profit organizations like
Orphanage Home, Old Age Home,
Leprosy Hospitals, indigenous
peoples, gender/sexual and religious
minorities and victims of conflict.
We can design and organize various
volunteers’ tour to Nepal.

Heritage
Tours

Kathmandu
The buildings of the Kathmandu Durbar Square mostly date to the
sixteenth to eighteenth centuries, but the white, European style Gaddi
Durbar Palace was built in 1908. Unfortunately, the Kathmandu Durbar
Square was extensively damaged during the earthquake of 2015. The
ancient Kasthamandap temple--from which Kathmandu derives its
name--completely collapsed. However, it is still worth visiting as a
number of important buildings remain, and the overall atmosphere-with old men sitting chatting in the shadows, and children chasing
pigeons--is as iconically Kathmandu as it always was.

Patan
Patan Durbar Square is smaller than the Kathmandu Durbar
Square, but also more architecturally coherent. Most
buildings were built in the sixteenth century. A highlight
is the Patan Museum, located in a wing of the old Royal
Palace. This was developed with Austrian aid, and is an
impressive collection of statues and other artefacts relating
to Nepali Hinduism, Buddhism and traditional architecture
in the Kathmandu Valley and beyond.

Bhaktapur
The third major Durbar Square of the Kathmandu Valley is in
Bhaktapur, east of central Kathmandu. Visitors often say that it feels
more like a museum than a lived-in space or centre of commerce,
like Patan’s or Kathmandu’s Durbar Squares. But it is the place to
come for an introduction to fine Newari crafts. The wood, stone
and metal carvings around the temples, and the traditional clay
pots drying in the courtyards in the sun are beautiful attractions of
Bhaktapur

Swayambhu

(The Monkey Temple)
Swayambhunath is a Buddhist stupa two kilometres west of central
Kathmandu. It’s perched on a hill, so is visible from various points
throughout the city, and when the weather is good, the views of the city
and the greater Kathmandu Valley from Swayambhu are impressive.
Swayambhu dates from the fifth century. The site is of great significance
to Tantric Buddhists. Prayers said here are said to be 13 billion times more
powerful than those said elsewhere!

Boudhanath
Boudhanath dates from the fifth century, and is one of the largest
stupas in the world. It is the most important Tibetan Buddhist site
outside of Tibet. Boudha was on the main Tibet-Kathmandu trade
route for many centuries. In the 1950s, many Tibetan refugees in
Kathmandu settled in Boudha. Nowadays, the town around the
stupa is a thriving centre of Tibetan life.

Pashupatinath
Pashupatinath is Nepal’s holiest Hindu site. It is a
collection of Shiva temples on the banks of the Bagmati
River, and bathing and cremation ghats (steps). Many
Nepali and Indian pilgrims come here, especially
during Shivaratri, a festival in March that honours the
Hindu Lord Shiva (and the only two days of the year in
which marijuana is legal in Nepal!) The site has been
holy since around the third century BCE, but the large
golden-roofed pagoda dates from the seventeenth
century. Only Hindus can go inside the temples
themselves.

Lumbini
Lumbini, a town on the western plains, is one of the most
important historical, archeological and religious sites in Nepal,
as it was the birthplace of Siddhartha Gautama Buddha, the
Buddha. Lumbini consists of a religious park with monasteries,
cultural facilities, gardens, fountains and a tourist village. Several
monasteries at Lumbini offer meditation sessions, courses and
retreats. The Sacred Garden is where Buddha was born, in the 7th
century BCE. The site was ‘lost’ for centuries, and rediscovered in
1896, after much searching by British and European archaeologists.

The lush green floodplains and the
dense sub-tropical forest of the Terai
in Nepal’s south are home to some
of the world’s most endangered
animals, like the majestic Bengal
Tiger, the formidable one-horned
rhinoceros and the intelligent Asiatic
elephant.

Jungle
Safari

in Nepal

Chitwan
National Park
The Chitwan National Park is a conservation success
story. Situated in the Terai, the plains bordering
India, Chitwan is particularly rich in flora and fauna-and one-horned rhinoceros! One of the last existing
populations of these rhinos is thriving in the park.
The population now stands at 645--about double
what it was a decade ago--thanks to successful antipoaching measures. On a jungle safari in Chitwan
you are practically guaranteed to see the enormous
animals--up close! You can also see the endangered
gharial crocodile and an abundance of bird life, 500
species. The villages of the indigenous Tharu people
just outside the park are ideal places to participate in a
homestay and learn about a different way of Nepali life.

Bardiya
National Park
Situated in Nepal’s western region is much less
crowded. Home to more than 50 tigers, as well as
rhinoceros, crocodiles and other wildlife, Baridya is a
perfect place for a jungle safari.

Pokhara
Pokhara is Nepal’s popular tourist city, and it is
significantly different to Kathmandu. The air is clearer,
the water sparkles, the mountains are closer, and the
pace is generally more relaxed. That is, unless you’re
up for one of the many outdoor adventure activities
available in and around the city including Paragliding,
Ultralight Flights, Zip Flying, and Bungy Jumping.
Despite its individual loveliness, Pokhara is a tourist
hub because it is the gateway to the Annapurna region
in Western Nepal. Broadly speaking, the region refers to
the areas around the Annapurna range, the Dhaulagiri
Range and the Kaligandaki River Valley. It’s long been a
popular region among travellers: it’s home to a variety
of landscapes, a variety of cultures and variety of
trekking trails. The mountain views from the city are
among the best in Nepal.

Ultralight
Ultra Flights in Pokhara fulfils one’s
imagination of flying through the clouds.
A form of free flight, which gives you this rewarding
experience, something that one rarely gets to do. Go up
in an ultra-light aircraft and get a sweeping bird’s eye
view of the entire Pokhara Valley. An exhilarating ride
that allows unhindered views of the mountains as you
will fly further along the Himalayan Mountain chain
and see Mount Fishtail, Mount Dhaulagiri and Mount
Manaslu as well as remote villages and mesmerizing
scenery and the scenic lakes far below.

Everest
Heli

Tour

The 3 hours helicopter tour starts from Kathmandu airport early in
the morning and takes you to Kwangde in the Everest region in an
hour where your breakfast is served in front of the Everest.

A great experience as you can see some of the
highest mountains on earth in a matter of an
hour, in close proximity.
You will get some time (around 15 min) for photographs at the
Everest base camp as well). You’ll have plenty of time to explore
Everest and the surrounding snow massifs. After breakfast you’ll
have a short transit in Lukla and after the helicopter is re-fuelled
you’ll fly back to Kathmandu. Where else in the world but in Nepal,
can one wake up and take an early morning one hour helicopter
ride up in the mountains, have a nice hot breakfast facing Mt.
Everest, then head back to Kathmandu.

Everest
Flight

Fly over the Himalayas
Given that this is one extraordinary flight, few people
will be able to realistically imagine themselves
flying over the monstrous Himalayan peaks north
of Kathmandu, unless they have extraordinary
imaginative powers.
However, there is one way to find out what it’s like:
take the magical Everest Flight, see for yourself and
go home with the satisfaction of having experienced
something unique. So, if you find yourself in
Kathmandu, don’t forgo this amazing opportunity for
a peek into the secret world of the Himalaya. If you
haven’t seen Everest, than you haven’t been to Nepal.

Extension Himalayan Holidays

Bhutan
Mystically hidden in the folds of the
Great Himalayas is the last Shangri-La on
earth,known to most as Bhutan but these
hill-people proudly call themselves Drukpa
and their land Druk or Drukyul, literally
translated-the Land of Thunder Dragon.
A Buddhist kingdom known for its
monasteries, fortresses (or dzongs)
and dramatic landscapes that range
fromsubtropical plains to steep mountains
and valleys. In the High Himalayas, peaks
such as 7,326m Jomolhari are popular
trekking destinations. Paro Taktsang
monastery (also known as Tiger’s Nest)
clings to cliffs above the forested Paro
Valley.
Go back times to witness the priceless
ancient traditions, spectacular mountain
scenery and vibrant festivals. This tiny
kingdom is a land of deep beauty, and you
can’t escape its celebrations that explode
into life throughout the year, complete

with dancing, music, elaborate costumes
and rituals. Paro in March and Thimpu in
October are perhaps the most well known,
and worth planning a trip around.
On a trip to Bhutan you’ll be surrounded by
awesome scenery – steep forested hills and
misty mountains rising from fast flowing
rivers – and a facinating culture. It’s part
of the Himalaya, and the traditional way
of life survives unchanged by the passage
of time. Whether you are looking for a day
hike or a gruelling longer days adventure,
Bhutan has it all. Pristine mountain lakes,
imposing glaciers and some of the world’s
most endangered species await you in
the mountainous amphitheatre of the
Himalayas.
Many visitors describe Bhutan as a mystical,
harmonious valley coexisting with nature.
Gross National Happiness, which was
introduced as developmental policy is now
individuals’ everyday living principles.

Extension Himalayan Holidays

Tibet

A plateau region tnorth of the Himalayas, Tibet is
an autonomous region of China. Metaphorically
described as the “Roof of the World”, it lies at an
average elevation of 4,900 meters above sea level
and has a total population of 3.18 million (census
Dec 2014), occupying an area of 1.25 million km²,
about the size of Western Europe.

nine months of the year, and low temperatures
are prevalent. The environment is harsh with
little vegetation, especially in northern areas.

The ethnic Tibetans comprise more than 90 %
of the population. Geographically, Tibet shares
borders with India, Kashmir, Nepal, Bhutan,
Sikkim and Myanmar in the south and west, while
within China it abuts Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous
Region, Qinghai, Sichuan, and Yunnan provinces
to the north, east, and south.

The Tibetans have developed a distinct religion
(what many describes as the Science of Mind)
culture that has strongly been influenced by
the local Bon religion and Buddhism. In the
hearts of the Tibetan people, respect to nature
is considered to be the key or the foundation of
a healthy and happy life, as well as taking refuge
in the “Three Jewels of the Buddha, Dharma and
Sangha”, appreciation and a sense of gratitude to
parents and respect for teachers, doctors and the
elders.

The ecosystem of Tibet is endowed with
numerous breath-taking natural landscapes
and sceneries. For example, the Yarlung Zangbo
Grand Canyon, along with theYarlung Zangbo
River, is one of the deepest and longest canyons
in the world. The world’s top 10 tallest peaks are
here. There are many must-see, hugely sacred
sights such as the Potala Palace, the Jokhang
Temple, Drepung Monastery, Sera Monastery and
Ganden Monastery. Climatically, it is severely dry

Tibet is blessed with amazingly rich arts and
crafts, architecture and music, andfestival
traditions that are all reflective of a rich cultural
heritage of local roots as well as influence from
the trans-Himalayan region that everyTibetan
takes a strong pride in. In many respects, Tibet
is synonymous with the image of Shangri-La
and exoticism of a mystical land gifted with
remarkablenatural landscapes, deeply devout
people, and rich culture.
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